Minature Miners lamp produced by W and P of Birmingham (Burt Brothers, Edward Street Parade). The inventors all from Burt Brothers were Harold William, Frank Victor Wynn & Francis Herbert Harris. Height approx. 150mm (6ins) 150mm (21/4ins). Produced as a fundraiser for widows of the Miners killed in the Stanley Pit Disaster in 1909, in County Durham. Very Rare Collectable lamp.


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Stanley_Pit_Disaster: „The West Stanley Pit Disaster, also known as the Burns Pit Disaster, was a coal mining disaster that took place in Stanley, Co. Durham, England, on 16 February 1909. It was caused by too much methane gas in the air which caused a single lamp to explode (this was never proven at the time and the exact cause of the explosion remains unknown. But at a later inquest in 1933 when the last two bodies were recovered, it was discovered that a lamp was used in the pit that should not be used in gassy pits and that could ignite gas in the surrounding area). 168 men and boys died in the explosion.”

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YAfR0DfweSs
REST IN PEACE
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